Welcome Back to School!!! I am very excited about the great year ahead of us. This weekly newsletter will be given to the students and will be available online as well so that you can keep track of what is going on in our class.

Unit Information
In this section I will write a brief description of what the class will be studying this week and a preview of units to come.

Parent Information
In this section I will list the parents who are responsible for helping with snacks for the next week. Looking for a way to volunteer (we would love to have you in the classroom) but aren’t able to come in to school?

I will list topics here that I need volunteers to look up websites relating to these topics and email me the links. Also please check this section regularly for other updates!

Student Work
In this section I will include pieces of student’s work from the last few weeks. Students will have the option to create pieces that will be featured here as part of their writing and other activities.

Other Information
Any other information regarding field trips or special days coming up will be listed here.